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Stimulus Stymied no Longer, Obama to Sign
Competing versions reconciled; students to see increase in financial assistance

By GABRIEL HENRIQUEZ
The Breeze

President Barack Obama is set to
sign the Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009 on Tuesday in Denver. The $787
billion stimulus package is the second of
a three-step legislative support system
whose aim is to stabilize the faltering
economy. Along with the $700 billion
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)
passed last fall under the Bush administration and the latest R&R Act, Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner announced
President Obama’s next economic pillar
last week.
Geithner, who spent the week in
Rome meeting with his financial counterparts in the Group of 7 (France, Italy,
Germany, Canada, Japan and the United
Kingdom), said this third leg could cost
a cool $2.5 trillion in public and private
funds and aims to inject capital into the
country’s financial sector.
To college students on the verge of
entering the labor force, the success (or
failure) of the package could very well
make the difference between collecting
a salary or an unemployment check.
With unemployment inching toward
double digits (currently reported at 7.6
percent according to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics) the gravity of the crisis
is no longer someone else’s problem —
it is a campus-wide and national concern.
“The objective of the stimulus package is to boost consumer spending and

STIMULUS BREAKDOWN
HOUSE

» Road to the Final Bill

(Spending $637 | Tax Cuts $182)

Passed Jan. 28

Spending 78%

SENATE

22% Tax Cuts

(Spending $545 | Tax Cuts $292)

Spending 65%

COMPROMISE (Spending $575 | Tax Cuts $212)

Spending 73%

TOTALS

$819.5

Passed Feb. 10

$838.1

35% Tax Cuts

Passed Feb. 13, Obama to sign this week

$787.2

27% Tax Cuts

Data from the Congressional Budget Office; may differ here due to rounding

Provisions Pertinent to Students
Student Financial Assistance: $16.6 billion
Employment & Training Administration: $4.3 billion
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy: $16.8 billion
Health Insurance Assistance: $25.1 billion
Unemployment Compensation: $39.2 billion
Transportation Infrastructure: $48.1 billion

consumer confidence to offset the decline during the recession,” said senior
Ibrahim Lamay, an economics and international affairs major.
It was the unemployment data released by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics that prompted the president
to call for “swift and bold” action in
Congress as in the month of January
alone more 500,000 jobs were lost — an
equivalent to all of the jobs in the state
of Maine, cautioned Obama. Though
unemployment remains a grave concern, the package will certainly add to
the sum of the national debt of $10.7
trillion, according to the Treasury Department, and could lead to increasing
levels of inflation.
“Instead of borrowing money from
the Chinese, the stimulus package borrows money from the Fed,” said senior
Peter Zhang, a quantitative finance major and economics minor. “That means
we’re going to be printing $787 billion
in cash which in the long run is going to
lead to inflation.”
The stimulus package, though passed
relatively quickly given its enormous size,
faced several political hurdles nonetheless. In total, the bill saw four versions:
the original proposed by the White
House, the heavy-on-state-aid-and-government-spending version passed by the
House of Representatives, the tax-break
laden version signed by Senate and the
compromised, slimmed-down version
See STIMULUS, page 7
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SMOKING
TAKES HIT
IN VIRGINIA

Restaurants forced to wall off
smoking sections to protect minors
By MATT SUTHERLAND
contributing writer

SB 1105

Freshman art major
“Indoor Clean Air Act”
Courtney Broaddus takes
another drag off her em Virginia Senate passed:
ber-topped cigarette and
Feb. 4 (26-13)
holds her breath to contemplate.
 Virginia House of Delegates passed:
“I feel like it’s infringFeb. 10 (59-39)
ing on my rights, and the
 Effective July 1, 2009
rights of business owners
to decide,” she said. “If you
 Fine for smoking: $25
don’t like the fact that I’m
 Fine for owners who fail to put up
doing it, then you should
just leave.”
“No Smoking” signs: $25
Judy West, a psychology professor at James
Madison University, leans over her desk after finishing an afternoon lecture.
“Personally, I don’t want to eat in a place with it,” she said. “It’s disgusting, I don’t want to be around it, and many other people don’t either. I absolutely support this bill.”
Broaddus and West are both referring to a bill just passed in the Virginia
House of Delegates. The bill said that restaurants with minors present must
wall-off their smoking and nonsmoking areas, or use separate ventilation.
The bill was an amendment to the Indoor Clean Air Act, which tried
to further prohibit smoking in restaurants and bars that aren’t walled-off
and using separate ventilation systems for both smoking and non-smoking
areas. But instead of voting on that, delegates opted to change the bill at the
final hours of Feb. 10. Gov. Timothy Kaine had worked with GOP General
Assembly leaders and made a compromise on the bill in a surprising episode of bipartisanship on Tuesday morning.
Republican delegates made several changes warranted by the restaurant
and tobacco lobbies that left the governor indecisive about whether or not
to veto the bill.
See TOBACCO, page 5
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JMU Baha’i
To Pray for
Iran Detainees
By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

Baha’is are few in number at JMU
and in Harrisonburg, but they hope their
prayers will have international power this
week. Baha’i is an independent, monotheistic religion that believes in the unity of
God, religion and humankind.
Members of the JMU Baha’i Association are holding a prayer gathering at 7
p.m. on Tuesday in Godwin Hall room
336 to support seven Baha’i leaders imprisoned in Iran.
“I think, in general, with anything that
happens in a foreign land with foreign
people that you haven’t met, it’s easy to
say it doesn’t affect you,” freshman Adib
Amini said. “But from a moral and spiritual standpoint, viewing humanity as one
whole body and as a connected whole, it
does affect you, regardless of where it is
or what it is.”
Amini, an engineering major, announced the gathering in a press release
from the JMU Baha’i Association. He said
there will be similar prayer groups for the
leaders’ safety in communities around the
world. There are seven Baha’i Houses of
Worship, one on each continent.
Baha’i beliefs include the oneness of
humanity, equality for men, women, poor
and wealthy, universal education and
See BAHA’I, page 5

Thieves Take Advantage of Duke Hall’s Security
By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

Junior Adriana Nannini can’t remember how many hours she spent in
the ceramics studio in Duke Hall last
semester. Sometimes she would go at
midnight to work on her projects, since
the clay she used could be temperamental. The art major created glazed bowls
and lidded jars, each inscribed with her
name on the bottom.
“It’s like dozens and dozens and
dozens of hours of work,” she said.
During exam week in December,
Nannini and her “Introductory Ceramics: Potter’s Wheel” classmates were

supposed to pick up their final graded
projects. She planned to give the pieces
to family and friends for Christmas.
But nine of Nannini’s 13 pieces
weren’t there.
“At first I was absolutely devastated
and heartbroken, because this was my
work,” Nannini said. “It’s not like an essay you can print off again. You can’t
replicate it. You can never make the
same thing again.”
Nannini believes the pieces were
stolen because of Duke Hall’s light security. She wants surveillance cameras
installed to monitor that building and
the Studio Center on Grace Street. Other art students said they have noticed

other isolated incidents in the building.
However, Leslie Bellavance, director of the School of Art and Art History, said such problems are rare in Duke
Hall.
“The School of Art and Art History
always follows the JMU prescribed security procedures,” she said. “We are
constantly evaluating and updating security measures.”
The ceramics studio was also vandalized last spring. Ceramics professor
Sukjin Choi referred comments to Bellavance.
“This was an incident that profoundly affected all of us in the school,”

Bellavance said. “It is heart breaking
to imagine that anyone would destroy
works of art, especially work on which
students had spent so much time and
energy.”
JMU police responded immediately
to the scene, Bellavance said. In May,
the art department installed new doors
with more secure locks in the ceramics
and other areas of Duke.
JMU Chief of Police Lee Shifflett
could not be reached for comment.
Nannini did not report December’s
incident to the police. As of Tuesday,
she also had not spoken to Bellavance
See THEFT, page 7

EVAN McGREW/contributing photographer

Security at Duke Hall is being questioned after a number of art majors
have had work stolen or destructed.
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World/National News

Bolivian President Facing
Declining Approval

Recovering Remains
Of Crash Will Take Days

Newborn Gorilla is Finally
Pronounced a Girl

ACHACACHI, Bolivia — Under President Evo Morales, said 18-year-old Freddy
Callisaya Mamani, something feels different
about being an Indian in Bolivia.
“Now we can be equal with the others,”
he said. “Now there should be no more discrimination.”
In three years, Morales has performed
stunning political feats in this Andean nation, where he rose from being a coca union
leader to become Bolivia’s first indigenous
president. He seized control of oil, mining
and telecommunications companies. He
cast out the American ambassador, accusing
him of helping Morales’ political enemies.
He won a recall referendum with two-thirds
of the vote. Last month, he pushed through
a new constitution that could strengthen
his powers and give him another five-year
term.
But there is a fierce debate in Bolivia about
whether the country is better off under Morales, particularly in terms of indigenous
issues, the economy and the government’s
coca-leaf policy.
The president’s supporters say he has
embarked on a historic effort to right longstanding inequities and uplift the poor. His
rivals, including those in the wealthier eastern regions that are home to more people of
mixed or European heritage, want nothing
to do with his government or its socialist
program. They consider Morales a replica
of President Hugo Chavez in Venezuela or
Fidel Castro in Cuba, and view him as an
authoritarian leader whose misguided economic plan is driving his country toward
destitution.
“Misery, poverty, unemployment are growing, and global capitalism is largely to blame,”
Chavez told a crowd of thousands at a recent
social forum in Brazil that Morales attended.

BUFFALO, N.Y. — A cold breeze carried
the acrid scent of smoke across the suburban Buffalo neighborhood of Clarence Center on Saturday, as rescue workers began the
process of pulling bodies from the wreckage of Continental Flight 3407, a commuter
plane that crashed into a home Thursday
night.
Officials said it will take three or four more
days until all of the victims’ remains can be
removed from the charred plane, which sits
on top of the crushed white frame house
with green trim on Long Street. Forty-nine
people aboard the plane and one inside the
house were killed.
The trouble on the fated flight began
when the plane’s flaps went down at 2,300
feet, said Steven Chealander of the National Transportation and Safety Board, in
a news conference on Saturday. The plane
pitched forward and rolled in the air but
did not turn over. The turbulence unfolded
so quickly that passengers on board would
likely have had little time to realize the aircraft was crashing, he said; pilots didn’t have
time to call a mayday.
The charred blue and white tail section
of the plane stuck out of the crash site like
a flag. The fire that erupted after the plane’s
impact had left scorch marks on the ground,
which was littered with debris.
Firefighters had doused the crash scene
with water, which froze when temperatures
dropped overnight. Sheets of ice also covered the sides of homes a few hundred yards
from the crash, from efforts to prevent other
structures from catching fire.
At least 15 bodies have been recovered so
far. The local medical examiner’s office has received federal help in identifying the bodies;
family members have been asked for DNA
samples and their loved ones’ dental records.

WASHINGTON — It’s a girl! The baby gorilla born last month at the National Zoo is
female. That was not discovered until two
weeks after the birth, according to a zoo
spokeswoman.
In the initial period after the Jan. 10 birth,
observers saw the infant’s mother, Mandara,
26, clutching her offspring to her chest or
belly with a hairy arm that protected the
newborn and screened her from view.
Nevertheless, a few days after the birth,
staff members got a “quick peek” at the infant, said Sarah Taylor, a zoo spokeswoman.
Based on that glimpse, keepers leaned toward the belief that the first gorilla born at
the zoo since 2001 was female, Taylor said.
But, she said, recognizing that their glance
was fleeting, they “weren’t convinced.”
Then, she said, a zoo photographer snapped
a close-up during one of the infant’s rare unshielded moments.
Taken together, the two pieces of evidence
enabled zoo specialists to conclude that the
new resident of the Great Ape House was
indeed a female.
The determination was made Feb. 4.
Many at the zoo had hoped for a girl. A
zoo specialist has said that the majority of
gorillas born in captivity are males.
The infant, which according to Taylor has
been a big hit with zoo visitors, has not been
named.
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Gun Rights Week Closes with a Bang
By SCOTT EINSMANN
contributing writer

The attacker walked into the classroom and immediately killed the professor. After ordering four frightened
students to turn around, he shot all of them.
This was one of the demonstrations during the Gun
Rights Week presentation held at Memorial Hall from
Wednesday through Friday. In this presentation, no one
in the classroom was armed. But in the next presentation,
two students and the professor were armed with their
thumb and pointer finger, which would represent their
concealed weapon.
Just like in the first presentation, the attacker came
through the door and shot the professor, but one of the
armed students shot the attacker a moment later. This
was just one scenario, sponsored by Students for Concealed Carry on Campus and the College Republicans,
teaching students about gun rights.
The three days of speeches and demonstrations like
the one above were aimed at informing students about
their second amendment rights as well as the issue of
concealed carry on college campuses.

Police
Academy
HPD to teach 10-week
Cop training course

The speakers at Gun Rights Week included Virginia
Del. Robert G. Marshall, Lt. Kurt Boshart of the Harrisonburg Police Department, Richard Gardener, a lawyer
who specializes in second amendment cases and Shawn
Deehan, the director of gunrightsweek.org and a second
amendment consultant.
All the speakers were second amendment advocates
and believed that students as well as faculty have the right
to carry concealed weapons on campus. On Saturday
students had the opportunity to go to the U. S. Training
and Development Center Top Gun Shooting Range and
receive professional instruction followed by some actual
shooting of 9mm handguns.
JMU’s official policy toward firearms or any weapon
falls under Policy no. 1105, which states that any weapon
cannot be brought on campus. Many students agree that
citizens have the right to own guns, but a college campus
is not a place for firearms.
“I don’t have a problem with people owning guns,”
said freshman Olivia Burton, a pre-med biology major.
“Just on campus, I don’t see a need for it.”
Don Egle, the university spokesman, said the university
See GUNS, page 4

EVAN McGREW/contributing photographer

Del. Robert G. Marshall speaks at one of the Gun Rights Week discussions Friday
night. Marshall believes everyone has the right to carry a concealed weapon.

Advice for College Life
New peer advising group to help students prevent unnecessary stress by
teaching how to navigate school site and explaining class scheduling
By ARIANA WITT

Citizens now have the opportunity to
discover what it is like to be a police officer. The Citizens Police Academy offered
by Harrisonburg Police Department is a
10-week program designed to provide
police training to average citizens.
The course will meet every Thursday
and two Saturdays from March 5 to May
7. Those that are accepted into the program will drive a police car, watch a K-9
demonstration, complete a four-hour
ride-along, participate in a SWAT hostage situation, learn about crisis negotiation and more. Participants will also
receive instructions on firearms.
“This is a chance for individuals,
who either live or work in the city, to
learn and experience what it takes to
be a police officer,” said Mary-Hope
Gangwer, public information officer, in
a press release.
Applications for the program are
available online at harrisonburgva.gov.
Included in the application is a set of
rules for the program, a waiver form
and short-answer questions asking
applicants about their interest in the
program.

contributing writer

— Staff Reports

Credit
Card Theft
Continues
The Rockingham County Sheriff ’s Office Investigations division is still looking
into the several thefts of credit card and
debit card account numbers. More than
60 complaints have been received where
fraudulent use has occurred in Rockingham County or the city of Harrisonburg.
The police department has determined
that the breach is likely within the security system connected to card readers in
Rockingham County and Harrisonburg.
Banks have been trying to fix the
problems and most victims could be refunded.
Those that have had this problem and
have not reported it are asked to go to ic3.
gov and report the problem.
The police did say that dispatchers are
not taking complaints, but the Rockingham County Sheriff ’s department will file
a complaint.

— Staff Reports

photo illustration by JAKE THIEWES/contributing photographer

The What, When and Where
of Applying to Be A Peer Adviser
The application to be a peer
adviser is available on University
Studies Web site until Friday, March
20. Students interested in the paid
position can attend information
sessions but should expect to have
characteristics of a role model, have
at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least one year at JMU.
Upon accepting the position an

adviser will be required to commit to the program for a full year.
There will be an intensive training
week previous to the fall semester
and will be very specific about academic record privacy policies.
“The university is very protective of student records,” said Anna
Lynn Bell, director of University
Advising.

With assessment day nearing, sophomore Andy Fram needed to find out
how many credits he had accumulated.
Logging into e-campus, his search was
unsuccessful. After a classmate suggested that he check his unofficial transcript,
his response was “where do I find that?”
Fram is just one student who is unsure of how to navigate e-campus, a tool
that may be beneficial toward graduating
in a timely manner.
The Center for Assessment and Research Studies found through an advising enhancement initiative two years
ago that there were common misunderstandings and gaps in basic information.
“Most students had a baseline of
knowledge, but there was room for improvement,” said Anna Lynn Bell, director of University Advising. She found
that students were also unsatisfied with
their own lack of information.
As a result, University Advising partnered with the committee of academic
affairs in the Student Government Association and created a new program
called Madison Advising Peers. The
program aims to give students another
opportunity to have these questions,
like “where do I find my unofficial transcript,” answered.
Bell emphasizes that the peer advisers will be a supplement to the faculty
advisers, and not a replacement.
Sandra Tran, a freshman business
marketing major and SGA senator for
academic affairs, feels that the peer advisers will be able to help prepare students to meet with a faculty adviser.
By clarifying some basic questions, she
believes a student will be able to target
more specific items with their faculty
adviser.
The peer advisers will not have access to student records that faculty advisers do, but will protect information
students share.
“There are professional standards of
behavior and ethics that we expect peers
to be familiar with and abide by,” Tran
said.
The program will start in Fall 2009
and will be open to all students for walkins, or appointments during evening
hours.

Would you like to see any videos on these stories? E-mail breezenews@gmail.com
and suggest follow ups for broadcast exclusives.
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GUNS: Concealed carry an
‘uphill battle’ for activists

Break Dance to
Break Through

EVAN McGREW/contributing photographer

Junior Will Shoemaker listens to the debate surrounding concealed carry on campus Friday night in
Memorial Hall when several speakers came to discuss JMU allowing weapons on campus.
Guns, from page 3

has been very clear about the issue.
“We are against students
carrying concealed weapons
on campus,” Egle said. “We are
committed to providing a safe
learning environment and we feel
concealed weapons don’t provide
that.”
Danny Dales, the founder of
the JMU chapter of Students for
Concealed Carry on Campus,
said that its going to be an “uphill
battle” to gain legislation that will
allow students to be able to carry
concealed weapons on campus.
According to Dales, the goal
of the organization is to lobby for
legislation that will not allow colleges to ban students from carrying concealed weapons on campus
and remove some of the stigma at-

tached to concealed firearms.
In the Commonwealth of
Virginia, one must be 21 years of
age, complete a firearms course
and pass several government
checks before being able to receive a permit to carry a concealed firearm.
Even though those students
who are in favor of concealed
carry are in the minority at JMU,
they are firm in this belief and
wish to educate the public.
“People who are against concealed carry on campus want
students to be safer and people
who are for concealed carry on
campus want students to be safer
as well,” Deehan said. “We saw
which one worked at Virginia
Tech and now we need to do the
other.”

Colleges that Allow
Concealed Carry
On Campus:
VIRGINIA:

Blue Ridge Community
College
COLORADO:
Colorado State
UTAH:
All schools
courtesy of The Washington Post

SHALESE KOCHER/contributing photographer

Graduate student Charlie LaFiura break dances on the Commons on Thursday.
The break dancers were out encouraging groups to sign up to participate in
Relay for Life, which will take place at Bridgeforth Stadium on April 5.
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TOBACCO:
Politics concern
business owner
Tobacco, from front

“The health of adults is
important, too,” Kaine said. “It’s
not a minor’s health bill, it’s a
Virginian’s health bill.”
In a college town like Harrisonburg, bars and restaurants are
some of the most profitable businesses. Some owners fear losing
money, and not just from smokers leaving.
Dave Miller, the owner of
Dave’s Downtown Taverna in
Harrisonburg, is unsure about
the near future for several Harrisonburg restaurants. Just recently,
Miller installed an expensive
ventilation system that virtually
keeps all circulating air within
the restaurant smoke-free. While
he states he did this for the health
and comfort of his customers and
employees, he still hopes not to
make many supplementary adjustments to his restaurant.
Miller is more worried with
the politics of the bill, however.
“I’m very concerned about
any legislative mandate for small
businesses,” Miller said. “We’re
not equipped to fight things like
this.”
His primary worries are not
for his own restaurant at the moment, but for other small momand-pop businesses in the Commonwealth.
“I think the government has a
job to protect the public’s health,
but if someone chooses to go to a
place where they have legitimate
smoking and non-smoking sections, then that’s their prerogative,” he said. “Free enterprise is
supposed to be protecting small
businesses, especially with this
economy.”
Several delegates stated the
bill is intended to not only protect the health of customers, but
also the workers. Some restaurants, however, already serve in a
smoke-free atmosphere.
“We personally offer a nonsmoking environment because
it’s a healthier surrounding for
everyone in the restaurant,” said
Lauren Jones, co-manager of

Clementine Café.
The growing awareness and
concern over second-hand smoke
spurred the bill’s drafting. A 2006
report from the Surgeon General
found that second-hand smoke
kills 53,000 non-smokers every
year by deteriorating the linings
of a person’s lungs. A 2007 University of California, Berkeley
study found that second-hand
smokers are 2.5 times more at
risk for Alzheimer’s disease.
Smokers also have their studies disproving a true danger from
second-hand smoke. A 1998
World Health Organization study
found there is no statistic significance to second-hand smoke. In
addition, another 2003 study issued by the University of California, Berkeley and supported
by the National Cancer Institute,
found that just 500 mg of Vitamin C daily could be enough to
counter several effects of moderate second-hand smoke.
But despite the options to
counteract second-hand smoke,
it doesn’t deter delegates from
trying to take the ban a step further.
Democrats are trying to tackle the tobacco industry with caution.
“I think there are many members who are unwilling to oppose
them for fear of retribution at the
polls. And there also is a sort of
traditional Virginia ‘past’ that is
supportive of tobacco,” state Sen.
Janet Howell of Fairfax County
told The Washington Post earlier
this month.
In October 2006, Kaine signed
Executive Order 41, which bans
smoking in state buildings and
state vehicles. This new bill would
be one of the final steps by Kaine
to put smoking bans into place
before he leaves office in 2010.
Coincidentally,
Richmond
is home to big tobacco producer
Philip Morris’ headquarters and
main manufacturing plants.
Philip Morris is the maker of
such brands as Marlboro and
Parliament cigarettes.

BAHA’I: Followers persecuted in Iran
Baha’i, from front

world peace.
On May 14, 2008, six Baha’i leaders
were arrested and taken to Tehran’s Evin
prison. A seventh was arrested earlier in
March of last year. All were members of a
national-level committee that coordinates
activities for the Iranian Baha’i community,
according to the iran.bahai.us Web site.
Thirty other Baha’is are imprisoned in Iran
because of their religion.
The Iranian Student News Agency reported Wednesday that charges had been
brought against the seven. These include
“espionage for Israel, insulting religious

sanctities and propaganda against the Islamic republic,” according to Hassan Haddad, the deputy prosecutor for Tehran. The
case will go to court next week.
Amini’s press release said the seven
leaders have not been allowed to speak with
their legal counsel, Nobel Laureate Shirin
Ebadi, who has also been intimidated and
harassed by the Iranian government.
At JMU, there are seven students involved in the JMU Baha’i Association,
where they learn about their faith. Harrisonburg has around 15 or 20 Baha’is, according to Amini. But there are five to six
million Baha’is in the world, with more

than 160,000 in the United States.
The young but fast-growing Baha’i faith
began in 1863. Baha’is regard the faith’s
founder, Bahá’u’lláh, as the most recent
messenger of God, following Abraham,
Moses, Buddha, Krishna, Zoroaster, Christ
and Muhammad.
Since Baha’is are a minority in Iran, they
have been persecuted since the faith’s birth.
Since then, these problems have continuously increased, Amini said. Following the
Islamic Revolution of 1979, many Baha’is
were killed. News sources say the current
imprisonments are similar to the 1980s
when 17 Baha’i leaders were executed.

NEED MONEY?
SAVE A LIFE.
Donating plasma at BioLife Plasma
Services can save a life and pay you
back.
Receive up to $240 per month,
and for a limited time, bring the
Bonus Coupon to your first
donation for an extra $10.

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT 540.801.0672
")/,)&% 0,!3-! 3%26)#%3 s  ,5#9 $2)6% (!22)3/."52' 6!
WWW.BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM

$10

BONUS
COUPON
Bring this coupon with you to your first plasma
donation and receive an extra $10 bonus.

* Bonus redeemable only upon completion of a full
donation. This coupon cannot be combined with any
other BioLife offer. BREEZE1

FOR NEW
DONORS ONLY
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J-Mʼs Apar tments
2009-2010
1 bedroom - $450
2 bedroom - $500 ($250 each)
3 bedroom - $525 ($175 each)
Walk to JMU
Riner Rentals
540.438.8800

The most Space

The most Value

The most Privacy
$ 360 Furnished, $ 340 Unfurnished (Plus utilities)

We still have room for you!

Call today (540) 801-0660 or visit the roommate bulletin board at

W W W.PHE A S A N T RUN.NET
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Transportion Measures Stir War of Words

The Washington Post

WASHINGTON — In rushing to pull together
a landmark economic stimulus package last week,
Democratic lawmakers and the White House added
billions in new spending and tax breaks that will
benefit a handful of specific companies and industries.
The final bill, approved by Congress on Friday,
includes $8 billion in unplanned spending specifically requested by President Obama for regional
high-speed rail projects, according to administration officials.
Democratic lawmakers from Wisconsin and Indiana helped make buyers of motorcycles and recreational vehicles eligible for a tax credit aimed primarily at automobile and truck purchasers. Officials said
the measure will primarily benefit Milwaukee-based
Harley-Davidson and RV manufacturers in Elkhart,
Ind., where Obama held a town hall meeting last
week as part of his campaign to push the stimulus.
These and other changes in the final days of negotiations underscore the hectic and often secretive
nature of the crafting of the $787 billion package,
which barreled through Congress in three weeks.
The White House announced Saturday that Obama
will sign it into law Tuesday.
Republicans — all but three of whom opposed
the bill — accused Democrats of going on a “spending spree” and have identified $25 billion in narrow
provisions that they deem “questionable or nonstimulative.” Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla., one of the
leading opponents, said Congress had “reverted to its
bad habit of larding up bills with special interest pork
projects that stimulate re-election campaigns rather
than the economy.”
Democrats have fired back at such criticism, ar-

guing that the stimulus will put in place an unprecedented level of oversight to ensure that the money is
spent efficiently and fairly.
“They trash by trivializing,” said Rep. David
Obey, D-Wis., chairman of the House Appropriations Committee.
Under the stimulus legislation, purchasers this
year of new cars, light trucks, motor homes and motorcycles will be able to deduct the vehicle’s sales tax,
a provision with an estimated cost of $1.7 billion. Including RVs and motorcycles added about $100 million to the cost, according to estimates by the congressional Joint Committee on Taxation.
Harley-Davidson announced last month that
it planned to cut 1,100 jobs in Wisconsin, Missouri
and Pennsylvania. Lawmakers from those states —
including Wisconsin’s Democratic senators, Russell
Feingold and Herb Kohl — pushed hard to add the

tax break last week.
The largest single item to be added to the package in the final negotiations was an $8 billion investment fund for building high-speed rail. This cheered
rail advocates, who had been perplexed about why
the package had included relatively little for rail and
mass transit, despite Obama’s and other Democratic
leaders' stated support for investing more in those
forms of transportation as a way to reduce the country’s dependence on fossil fuels.
The original House stimulus package, drafted
with the guidance of the White House, had less
than $10 billion for mass-transit systems — a third
as much as for roads and highways — and about $1
billion for Amtrak upkeep, with no money for new
high-speed rail. Pressed on this, White House advisers said major rail projects would take too long to get
underway to justify them as short-term stimulus.

STIMULUS: Objective is more jobs
Stimulus, from front

passed by the Congress last Friday.
Despite Obama’s desire for
bipartisan cooperation, voting
occurred mostly down party lines
although seven House Democrats
voted against the bill while three
Senate Republicans voted for it.
“The
two
parties
are
fundamentally divided over the
size of government and the role
of government,” said Bob Roberts,
professor of political science at
JMU. “The Democrats dislike tax
cuts because of costs to government
revenues while the Republican
Party disagrees on what individuals
to target for aid. The two parties are
fundamentally divided and have
been since the New Deal. [The
partisan bickering] is destructive
but as long as we draw districts
the way we draw them and the

way the parties are appealing to a
particular ideological group this is
what you get.”
The disagreement is the
root of the terms “liberal” and
“conservative,” with the former
agreeing with famed economist
John Keynes who advocated heavy
government involvement during
times of recession, while the latter
adhered to free-market, laissezfaire principles as outlined by
Adam Smith.
The objective of the R&R
Act is to create 3.5 million jobs,
most of which will be the private
sector. The outcome, however,
will depend on the speed of its
delivery. The appropriated funds
will be spent on infrastructure,
alternative/renewable
energy
programs, education (including
student loans/grants initiatives),

health
care,
unemployment
benefits and other government
programs. It represents a
historic injection of government
spending on the economy and is a
fundamentally different approach
from the tax-break philosophy of
the Republicans.
The next round of support
emerged under a nebulous cloud
of uncertainty last week when
Geithner announced a plan to
salvage the nation’s banks. The lack
of details sent the stock markets
tumbling as the fate of the financial
sector remained unclear. Already,
however, multilateral support
is being shown overseas for the
proposal as Secretary Geithner set
the G-7 at ease with more clarity
and answers over the details. This
could signify a concerted global
response to the global recession.

Then the $8 billion line materialized in conference committee negotiations. White House Chief of
Staff Rahm Emanuel told reporters Friday that the
item was added at the president's request because it
met his criteria for stimulus spending. Emanuel did
not explain why the item would now meet those criteria when it did not before.
“There was a decision to introduce it there in the
conference,” Emanuel said, adding: “It was an idea we
thought of after the fact.”
Republicans regard the provision as a barely disguised earmark for a proposed magnetic-levitation
rail line from Las Vegas to Disneyland, in California,
championed by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev. But Democrats said 11 proposed high-rail
corridors throughout the country would all have to
compete for the money.
The political parties fought over words as well as
numbers. For example, Democrats removed GOP
language added in the Senate that would have barred
the use of stimulus funds for stadiums, community
parks, art centers, museums and highway beautification. The bill does forbid localities from using stimulus funds for casinos, aquariums, zoos, golf courses
and swimming pools, but the federal government is
not bound by the rule.
Sen. Charles Grassley (Iowa), the ranking Republican on the Senate Finance Committee, railed
against a provision that he said would undermine
the independence of watchdog agencies within the
government. The bill sets up a new panel, the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board, which
has the authority to request “that an inspector general conduct or refrain from conducting an audit or
investigation.”
“Any new limitation on the independence of inspectors general is dangerous,” Grassley said.

THEFT: Costly lesson for students
Theft, from front

about possible security cameras. She
planned to speak with the Student
Government Association to gain their
support for her ideas and hoped they
“would make a proposal to some higher-up
people.”
“I’ve been really busy, and I was kind
of hoping my professor would” speak to
Bellavance, Nannini said. “I didn’t want to
step on her toes. I was going to get around
to it sometime. I definitely think light needs
to be brought to the situation though.”
But Nannini said another reason was
she didn’t believe the police would be too
concerned with her missing ceramics.
“I honestly don’t think that the police
would care,” Nannini added. “I didn’t think
of it, but I should have done that.”
Other art students said they had heard
of several incidents involving theft or
destruction, but did not know who was

involved or other details. Others said they
do not leave their items lying out.
Junior Amy Moore, a studio art major,
is currently taking “weaving and other
fiber arts” in Duke Hall. She said two rolls
of her yarn were stolen in the beginning of
January. She discovered they were missing
the day she was supposed to begin work
on the loom, after dying the yarn for two
hours the night before.
“I just had to redo it,” Moore said. “It
meant I had to spend a lot more time on
the project, because the prep-work is
very tedious. It’s complicated and time
consuming to start over.”
After that experience, Moore learned to
take her materials with her each evening,
instead of leaving them in Duke Hall.
“I would like to have a swipe-card
access to get into the building because it’s
just open at night,” she said. “It’s creepy to
be here alone at night.”
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Breeze Photo Contest
The Breeze is holding a photo contest for JMU
students and faculty. The theme is shadows.
We want to see the scariest, funniest and most
interesting images you can capture.
Submission deadline is Feb. 25th.
Both faculty and students may apply. Students: include your year and major.
Faculty: include your department and job title. All submissions should be sent
to breezephotography@gmail.com with your name, title and a description of
your photo.
Entries will be judged on how well they interpret the theme through a photographic vision (in
addition to votes received). By submitting the image, you are giving The Breeze permission to
use it on our Web site and publish it in the paper. Voting will take place online from Feb. 25th
through March 4th. Winning entries will be published in the March 5th issue of The Breeze.

OPINION

Editor: Whitten Maher
breezeopinion@gmail.com
(540) 568-3846
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The Gloves are Off

PATRICK CALLAHAN, contributing writer

It can hardly be argued that the Obama administration has not made significant efforts to advance
bipartisanship. What can be argued, however, is that
such efforts should now be minimized in light of the
tremendous challenges the administration faces. A
majority of Americans voted to install a Democratic
president and to extend Democratic majorities in
both houses of Congress. While it would be nice to
see elected representatives from both parties work
together in a forthright and productive manner, the
American people would much rather see something
they’re not used to from Washington: meaningful
results.
The withdrawal of Sen. Judd Gregg’s nomination as commerce secretary coincidentally occurred
after a series of late night meetings with the GOP
leadership just as President Obama’s stimulus plan
was expected to pass Congress, effectively taking
away whatever winds may have graced the administration’s sails. The withdrawal is the latest failure
in a series of bipartisan gestures made in the first
month of the Obama presidency. The administration
nominated Gregg, even persuading New Hampshire’s Democratic governor to choose a Republican
as his replacement. Additionally, the stimulus plan
included significant tax cuts for businesses — which
most economists agree does not stimulate consumption — and denied much of the funding for pet
projects requested by House Democrats. Moreover,

the administration vehemently sought Republican
support for the bill when in reality such support was
probably unnecessary; filibustering a desperately
needed stimulus plan less than four months after
suffering a brutal electoral defeat would have been a
poor political move.
Although President Obama continues to garner
exceedingly high approval ratings, his efforts at bipartisanship have put a strain on his political capital.
Republicans are touting the last few weeks as a victory, and conservative pundits are already proclaiming that the party has once again found its voice as
well as its message. To be fair, the size and scope of
the stimulus bill merits extensive debate. But rather
than discussing proactive methods of stimulating
the economy, most Republicans insisted on utilizing
the debate as a means to drain the president’s capital
and sidetrack his agenda. As a political strategy, it
makes sense for Republicans to vote against the bill,
thereby placing sole ownership for its results on the
Democrats. Nonetheless, with a slew of promises to
fulfill, the administration must pick and choose its
battles. Going back and forth with Republicans in an
effort to seem bipartisan is, at this crucial time, an
unwise expenditure of political capital and a strategy
ripe for exploitation.
There are Republicans in Washington who can
and will work with the president in advancing his
agenda.

DARTS

As Maine Republican Sen. Susan Collins
remarked last week, “People don’t want us to be the
party that just says no.” President Obama’s capital
would be better spent in working with moderate
Republicans, who can afford to buck their party’s
leadership in order to reach amiable compromises.
The past few weeks have left President Obama
open to criticism as inexperienced and naïve. Nevertheless, the fiery Obama of the campaign trail is still
alive and kicking.
In a speech given at the Democratic retreat in
Williamsburg, Obama was honest and to the point:
“Don’t come to the table with the same tired arguments and worn ideas that helped create this crisis…
people are hurting,” he begged of Republicans. The
American people want a new brand of politics —
that’s part of the reason they elected Obama.
Americans from all walks of life are struggling
to stay afloat. People who have paid their taxes every
year and never asked for a handout in their lives are
now unable to find employment, stay in their homes,
provide healthcare for themselves and their children
or pay their utility bills. They are beckoning to their
government for help. The time for gloves to come off
has arrived. President Obama must not only have
the audacity to hope — but the audacity to lead.

 PATRICK CALLAHAN is a senior political science
major.

GREEN, PURPLE & GOLD

Web Surfing, Searching Can Be Green

A Jan. 11 article published in the Times of London
about Google’s energy consumption has created quite
a stir in the blogosphere. The
Times, reporting on a Harvard
researcher’s study of the environmental impact of computing
claimed that, “performing two
Google searches from a desktop
computer can generate about the
same amount of carbon dioxide
as boiling a kettle for a cup of
tea.”
According to the Times’
ANNE
article,
a typical search generates
DREYFUSS
about 7g of CO2, while boiling a
kettle generates about 15g.
Soon after the article was published, Urs Hölzle,
Google’s senior vice president of operations, wrote a
response in his own blog. He estimated that a typical
search on Google “uses just about half the energy
that your body burns in 10 seconds.” As far as pollution goes, Hölzle wrote that each search results in
about 0.2g of carbon dioxide. That means that 1,000
searches on Google puts out as much greenhouse gas
pollution as a car driving six-tenths of a mile.
Whether it’s causing 0.2g or 7g of CO2 to be released per search, Google’s still pretty mild, considering the fact that running the average PC is 40-80g per
hour.
Still, these findings point to a rising trend in the
green initiative. Several search engines have emerged

in the past few years that claim to cut the environmental cost of surfing the Web.
Ecocho.com is an Australian-based site that was
launched in April of 2008. Each time 1,000 searches
are done through its databases, two trees are planted
— that comes to 6,750 trees planted since its creation.
Plus, Ecocho says it aims to donate 70 percent of ad
revenues to carbon offsets. On its Web site, Ecocho
says it “can make the way people search the Internet
not only help the environment but also take no significant initial adjustment on their part.”
If planting trees isn’t your thing, Blackle.com
offers an edgier alternative with an environmental
aim. The all-black Web browser claims to save an
estimated 750 megawatt-hours per year. The principle
is based on the fact that different colors consume different amounts of energy on computer monitors.

The effectiveness of using the ‘black Web’ technique to save energy, however, is a subject of intense
debate. Its supporters cite it as a great example of
environmental thinking, but its detractors point out
usability and aesthetic problems, as well as questions
about the scientific validity of the claims.
The whole debate says something significant
about the society we are in the midst of creating.
Our generation is going to constantly be striving
to find innovative ways to make our lifestyle more
sustainable. Even if the benefits of using greener
search engines does not considerably alter the course
of our energy consumption in the short-run, any
small change we make now will soften the impact of
our long-term effect on the environment.
Setting your home page to an environmentally
conscious Web browser is just one of the steps you
can take when considering the environment in terms
of computer usage. In the years to come, we will have
to find ways to consider the environmental impact
of our daily activities. Making small lifestyle changes
will ultimately result in big environmental benefits
down the road.
We are at the crossroads of a potential environmental crisis. Saving paper and energy through
environmentally conscious computer usage is just one
more step we can take to guarantee the wellbeing of
the Earth we leave for our children.
 ANNE DREYFUSS is a junior media arts & design
major.

ALEX STEPHENS, Rocky Mountain Collegian, Colorado State University

Politically Active Churches Should Pay Taxes
What’s more important than
feeding starving children, sheltering
the homeless, building hospitals and
relieving struggling families? Keeping homosexuals down in California,
obviously.
After its passage in November,
Proposition 8 banned gay marriage
in California. It was a harsh blow to
the gay and lesbian community. The
passage highlighted the strength of
organized interests and their divinely
righteous ability to stamp out equality
wherever it rears its sinful head.
Campaign contribution efforts to
ensure the success of Proposition 8
exceeded $40 million, indicating that it
was of some great importance to many
people.
Among the list of top donors were
individuals like Alan Ashton from
Utah (he invented Word Perfect) and
groups like the National Organization
for Marriage based in New Jersey.
Isn’t America great? The freedom
to legally persecute your own countrymen from thousands of miles away just
can’t be topped. The Proposition was
on the California ballot, for Californians to decide, and not be influenced
by people who live outside of California. Since when did that become an
acceptable practice?
What a cool concept, though — are
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you uncomfortable with other peoples’
lifestyles? Does it offend your God?
Just toss some money around and you
too can sleep well at night knowing
that only a man and a woman can legally marry each other in some distant
state.
More disturbing is that tax-exempt
religious institutions contributed vast
quantities of money to get Proposition
8 passed — and they are still considered tax exempt.

in political activity, including intervention in political campaigns… without
jeopardizing [their] exempt status.”
According to the Colorado
Independent, Focus on the Family,
a mega-church located in Colorado
Springs, spent more than $700,000 on
the campaign and are under a similar
tax-exempt status that all churches in
the United States enjoy.
Does that mean that if I establish
a church that provides some form of

...tax-exempt religious institutions
“contributed
vast quantities of money to get
Proposition 8 passed...

Headquartered in New Haven,
Conn., The Knights of Columbus is
a right-wing political branch of the
Catholic Church. They donated about
$1.5 million toward Proposition 8, according to anti-Prop 8 group Californians Against Hate.
Under tax code 501(c)(8), they are
considered a “fraternal beneficiary
society” because they provide health
care to their members. Within the leniency of the code, they may “[engage]

”

social benefit, such as feeding the nongay homeless, I can interfere with the
constitution of another state and not
have to pay taxes, too?
The Independent reported that
the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, in a bizarre twist of irony
and hypocrisy, donated more than
$180,000 toward Proposition 8, while
individual Mormon families were
urged to donate a combined $20
million, totaling nearly half of all

contributions.
Yes, the proud religion that was
once persecuted for allowing its men
to have multiple wives (marriages
between a man and a woman, and
a woman, and a woman and so on)
was consequently ousted to live in the
barren, salty desert of Utah where they
spent millions of dollars denying marriage rights to gay Californians.
What happened to the separation
of church and state? Religious organizations’ ability to maintain a government tax-exempt status when they are
actively shaping government policy is
wrong. When a church steps beyond
the realm of charity it should pay the
price (a tax) like every other organization does.
In America, the land of tolerance,
it was my understanding that all men
were created equal, that we were all
endowed by our creator with certain
unalienable rights such as life, liberty
and the pursuit of our happiness.
Homosexuals pursuing their happiness should not be impeded by anyone,
least of all a church.
It’s an atrocity that still haunts our
landscape, even after all the civil rights
progress our country has made. But if a
church still feels compelled, hopefully
not by Jesus, to continue this sort of
practice, they should at least be taxed.

EDITORIAL POLICIES
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through letters and guest columns.

LETTERS must be no longer than 300 words.
GUEST COLUMNS must be no more than 550 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze
assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials,
are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted
and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given
situation, person or event and do not
necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats
at breezejmu.org

A “what’s-with-all-theoranges?” dart to whoever keeps
smashing oranges around campus,
confusing everyone with their crazy,
orange-hating antics.
From someone who likes to eat
her vitamin C rather than see it lying
around campus.
An “I-don’t-like-beingpunched-in-the-face” dart to Chris
Brown.
From Rihanna.
A “thanks-for-keeping-ourhallways-safe” pat to Paul Blart, Hall
Cop.
From the fourth floor Chesepeake
Hall’s A Wing.
A “sweetest-students-I-haveever-met” pat to JMU students.
Thank you for your kindness, which
made finding a new job in another
state great.
From a new stylist at Fantastic
Sam’s.
An “admit-it:-you-wanted-thatapple” dart to Adam.
From a daughter of Eve, who
believes, after thousands of years of
guilt and acting as your scapegoat,
you should try accepting some
responsibility.
A “good-guys-really-do-exist”
pat to the random passerby who
handed me a red rose after he
overheard me whine about how I was
alone on Valentine’s Day.
From a girl who has newfound
hope for the male sex.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Column Wrongly Glorifies Drug Use
In response to Michael Larrick’s column (“Michael Phelps Caught Smoking
a Bong…So What?”, Feb. 5), I found the
author’s lax take on Phelps’ use of marijuana not only appalling but severely
lacking any credible reason to believe his
“so what?” attitude. A column is usually
used as a form of rhetoric or persuasion
with the goal of presenting the audience
with a legitimate claim through the use
of proper research to support the author’s
take on an issue.
Phelps is not only a public figure but
a figure who, since the 2004 Summer
Olympics, has represented the United
States. He rewrote history, with stars and
stripes draped around his shoulders; he
symbolized America’s perpetual strength
even with our nation’s looming economic
troubles.
Yes, perhaps, a picture of Phelps
smoking a cigarette or enjoying a brew
would not make the front page or any
page for that matter, but at the end of the
day what he did was illegal. Regardless of
your stance concerning marijuana use,
Phelps is a global icon, a role model plastered on bedroom walls and an American hero.
Heroes are held to the highest standards and expectations, and if they represent and reflect the integrity of my country, then I expect them to be on their best
behavior.
As a future military officer, I too will
represent something larger than myself.
Granted, I will not be a celebrity like our
heroic swimmer but I have made a commitment to my country. When Phelps
swam for us he automatically was committed to a role that far outweighed the
historic gold medals he won. He became
visible all over the world, a symbol of the
impossible and an embodiment of the
notion that the United States still remains
unsurpassed.

Evin Page
senior media arts & design
and German major

WE LOVE
LETTERS
Voice your opinion.
Letters MUST conform to the criteria
found HERE.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Teens
’N’
Tots:
Growing Up Together
By COLLEEN MAHONEY

The 4T
Project:
Located in Harrisonburg High School,
the Teaching Teens
and Tots Together
program allows
teenaged moms and
dads who attend the
school to still go to
class while their children are watched by
three full-time employees and 35 to 40 JMU
volunteers a semester.

contributing writer

Vanessa Shorts has a busy schedule.
Besides going to high school and working at the Boys and Girls Club five days a
week, the 18-year-old also has a 22-month-old son to take care of. But having a nursery in her school makes being a mom and student a lot easier to manage.
In the back of Harrisonburg High School, in a classroom behind a child gate
and a precautionary locked door, 14 children aged 2 months to 3 years nap and play
while their teenaged moms and dads attend class.
Three full-time caregivers, along with half a dozen volunteers from JMU and HHS
take care of the 14 toddlers daily. This reading-based childcare service started in
2005 for parenting students is the 4T Project: Teaching Teens and Tots Together.
“It’s like a dream come true,” said Shorts as her son played on the small
playground right outside the high school. “It really helps a lot.”
Because of the many challenges that come with being a single teenaged mother, Shorts felt alone when she first had her baby. “I was giving
up. I was going to quit school and work full time,” Shorts said.
With help from the program, her foster family and inspiration
from her son, Shorts is graduating this year with an advanced studies
diploma and will be attending Blue Ridge Community College in
the fall.
Shorts appreciates all the work that JMU volunteers put in.
“They’re very good helpers and they just love playing with
the kids,” Shorts said.
In fact, the program wouldn’t be possible without the
help of JMU volunteers.
Rene Evans-Haywood, one of the three full-time employees in the nursery, said, “The volunteers are awesome.
Indispensable. I don’t know what we would do without
them. We couldn’t stay sane in the program without the
volunteers from JMU.”
Stephanie Lopez, a junior elementary education major, volunteers as much as her schedule will allow.
“We help with feeding, I do diapers, we snack, we
play, we dance, we nap, we do fun stuff,” said Lopez, as
she cradled an infant boy in her lap. “The kids are great. I
just love them. It’s great because the moms can visit them
during the day and still go to school.”
The parents are required to visit their child at lunchtime
and, according to Lopez, most are very active in their children’s
lives during the school day.
This is Lopez’s fourth semester volunteering at the nursery.
“I am addicted to coming. I come in between class and I use it as an excuse not to do homework,” she said. “During Maymester I was in here every
day for five hours.”
Maria Davis, a junior Inter disciplinary Liberal Studies major, learned about
the program through Lopez last semester and now volunteers as often as she can.
“I don’t have class until late in the afternoon. It’s a better way to spend the
day instead of just watching TV,” Davis said.
TODDLER HEAVEN
The nursery is the size of a small classroom and contains a changing
table, children’s toys and books and a playpen. Six highchairs are lined up
and volunteers and workers constantly stream in and out of the room on
any given day.
Paid for by a United Way grant, the local teenaged parents apply to have their
child enrolled in the program, which
also provides a taxi service to and
from school, since babies are
not supposed to be on school
buses. Some of the parents
were recently accepted into
the National Honor Society
and through the daycare
program the graduation
rate is between 85 and 90
percent.
“I think these girls are
like any other high school
student, they are working

Koesha Grandy
and five-monthold son, Zamir,
play during Koesha’s
lunch break at
Harrisonburg
High School.

See NURSERY, page 13

Waste Not, Want Not

Student eats from return trays at D-Hall to save food

EVAN McGREW/contributing photographer

Barefooted, Billy Grasmeder sits in a tree on
the Quad. The quirky freshman drinks water
from a Hershey’s Syrup bottle and wears skirts.
By BETH COLE
contributing writer

For some people, walking around barefoot in
the snow sounds a little crazy. For freshman Billy
Grasmeder, it is just another experience.
Grasmeder has always been different and makes

every effort to experience what life has to offer.
“I do everything that my spirit tells me to do,
regardless of what that makes me look like,” said
Grasmeder, who uses a Hershey’s Chocolate Syrup container as a water bottle, wears a bandana
tied around his head and has a tattoo that means
“nothing” on his wrist. “I think that’s what a lot of
people don’t do enough of.”
For the past three weeks, Grasmeder has been
eating leftover food from the plates on the return
line at D-Hall and even going dumpster diving
around campus. It’s not that he enjoys chewed-up
pizza crusts; he simply can’t stand the idea of waste.
However, he was recently told by Dining Services
managers that he could no longer take food from
the return tray line because of health concerns.
“Nothing bad has happened to me because of
this, and anything that I perceive as bad is just an
experience preparing me for the next stage in life,”
Grasmeder said.
He has also taken up extreme veganism and
occasional fasting as well as other behaviors he
hopes will humble him.
Every so often Grasmeder has entire days of
silence, blindness or fasting. He will walk around
with a blindfold or be silent all day to teach himself humility.
He has also been seen wearing skirts just because they are fun and defies other social norms. At
one point, he also stopped using his name because
he realized that names are unimportant when making introductions with others. He washes his hair
with baking soda, doesn’t use any utensils when
eating and often skips instead of walking.
“People are drawn to Billy,” said freshman
Laura Rainville, a friend of Grasmeder. “People
See BILLY, page 12

photos by DAN GORIN/The Breeze

TOP: 3-year-old Manuel Cardo plays in
the nursery. MIDDLE: Virginia Cruz and 7month-old son, Dennis, spend time together. ABOVE: HHS student volunteer Jenny
Souryong reads to two of the toddlers.

Film a Dizzying Tour of
‘International’ Corruption
Clive Owen delivers;
Counterpart Naomi
Watts fails to keep up

movie elements to “The International.” Instead
we are met with a tense storyline that has you
paying close attention to the complicated happenings within the film. It has us pulling on our
knowledge of current events — some of which
seem eerily similar to those that take place in
the film. While there are sequences of action,
including an entertaining and stylish gunfight
Kentucky Kernel, U. Kentucky
that takes place in a museum, this film should
be classified as a suspense thriller rather than an
Bank crisis is a term we have become fa- action movie.
miliar with these days, which is why “The
Aside from Owen, who delivers another
International,” a film that centers on the performance pumped full of his trademark
crooked practices of a global financial jugger- intensity, the film’s strength lies in its internaut, would seem quite fitting
esting and complex storyline.
to the world we live in. Yet, this
The story, which calls for the
bank doesn’t deal with issues
movie to hopscotch around
that have become top headQuick
Facts:
the world, is well crafted and
lines worldwide, such as bailout
held together by German diaabb
plans or bankruptcy. Rather,
rector Tom Tykwer, who also
this bank deals with assassinaprovides the film with a deRun Time: 1 hr. 58
tions, missile-defense systems
cent amount of tension.
min.
and coup d’états.
However, the film did
Starring: Clive Owen,
“The International” explores
have some major weak spots,
Naomi Watts
the efforts of an Interpol agent
most surprising of which was
(Clive Owen) and a Manhattan
Times: 1 p.m., 4 p.m.,
the Watts’ performance. The
District Attorney (Naomi Watts)
7 p.m., 10 p.m. at
Oscar-nominated
actress
who seek to bring down one of
Regal Cinemas in
seemed out of her element
the world’s most criminal, yet
in many scenes, as she failed
Harrisonburg
most powerful, banking instito deliver her lines in an eftutions. Their quest for justice
fective manner and at times
is stalled, as this bank is able to
seemed stressed at herself for
cover its own tracks in an intricate web of mur- all of the trite over-acting she found herself
der and corruption at every level.
doing.
From the impression the film’s trailer and adAnother shortcoming of the film was its
vertisements provide, it looks like a run-of-themill action movie. However, there are few action
See THRILLER, page 12
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THRILLER: Actors’ performances
uneven; doesn’t prove a standout
Thriller, from page 11

script. There were moments in which the dialogue
between the characters on screen was not only
cliché, but even borderline comical. While Owen
was still able to give a strong performance with this
screenplay, many others, including Watts, fell victim to it.
“The International” is an interesting type of
movie most of us would not expect. The characters
of Owen and Watts not only seek to bring down a

few individuals, but are actually up against an interwoven chain of nations and regimes, which together, form a diabolical and seemingly unstoppable kingdom. Can justice even be delivered in this
quest? Therein lies the film’s compelling conflict.
Overall, this might not be the best-made film
and some might not even find it to be extremely interesting. But, it is what it is — a cerebral telling of
the “everything is connected to everything else” relationships that have come to embody our world.

Wash.
Tan.
Dry Clean.

Now you can do all three at one location.

Tanning Special:

• 2 month (daily) unlimited only

$20.09

*tan in our High End 10 min and 15 min beds.

Drop Off Laundry

BILLY: Grasmeder’s goal is to
experience all life has to offer
Billy, from page 11

feel comfortable around him; he is very loving, he
thinks life is beautiful, he thinks people are beautiful, he sees the good in people.”
Grasmeder gets most of his influence from
his family and from his study of religion. He was
raised in a Catholic household in Herndon where
his father, an engineer, taught him to ask questions and create his own opinions. Eventually,
he began questioning Catholicism and studying
Buddhism and Daoism. He focused on meditation and refining his thoughts in order to discover
what he really wants and needs in his life.
Even though he started his college career as a
math major, he realized that he wanted to study
different cultures and make a connection with
people, and will soon become a religion major.
“I feel like we all know exactly what we want
to do, and for some reason we just cloud it,” Grasmeder said. “We just throw all these things in the
way, make up excuses and prevent ourselves from
actually going and obtaining the things that we
know are completely within our reach.”

His main goal in life is to inspire others the way
he has been inspired through his religious studies.
Recalling Buddha’s idea that a thousand candles
can be lit by one flame and the flame of the first will
never be diminished, he wants to inspire someone
to go and light other people’s candles.
“I just want to make people happy and I want
to make people make [other] people happy,” Grasmeder said. “And I would love to do it on a
global scale.”
Freshman Adella Barrett said of Grasmeder: “He’s
really inspired me to feel like I can’t judge anyone and
I guess he’s helped inspired me to not care what other
people think of me… and just be myself more. His
purpose is just to find the truth and to live it.
This summer Grasmeder plans on living in a
farming commune where he will be able to experience sustainability without dealing with money.
He will grow his own food among other sustaining activities. He hopes to be able to take his experiences and resilience to make others happy
and start a “Happiness Revolution” beginning by
telling everyone “I love you.”

1920’s 18K WG Filigree Diamond Ring
1.30cts 14K White Gold Diamond Ring
Center Diamond 0.91cts Clarity VS2 Color I

1427 South Main St.
540.801.8351
Mon -Fri 8am to 9pm Self service laundry open 6am to 11pm.

This Week $3900

Coin Laundry
& Dr y Cleaning

*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Caribbean Tan
Thanks for voting us
best in the ‘Burg!!
Spring break specials!
Tan until spring break
on ALL BEDS!

$39
Buy 1 month, get 1 month free
on ALL BEDS!

$60

exp. 3/15

Buy 3 samples get 1 free!

$12
Harrisonburg Crossing
215 Burgess Road
540-438-9989

Go to breezejmu.org to purchase them.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

• Wash & Tan combination
• Load of laundry & FREE tan session

In a convenient location!

Like the pictures you see in The Breeze?

exp. 3/15

Conveniently located next to the
bus stop on the Shopper bus
route at Harrisonburg Crossing!

call

RINER RENTALS

today!

Roosevelt Square
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom duplexes - only $375/person

Hunters Ridge
4 bedroom townhouses - only $300/person

Liberty St. Townhouses
2 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom townhouses - only $350/person (water included)
3 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom townhouses - only $300/person (water included)

The Deck House on Mason St.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments - starting at $350/person (water, hot water & internet included)

Madison Manor
2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments - starting at $350/person

come see our new website at rinerrentals.com for more info
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Save the Last Dance:

Seniors perform in final
dance concert together

NURSERY: Made
Possible in Part By
JMU Volunteers
Nursery, from page 11

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

LEFT: Zilda Decker performs ‘into da hood’ to “Comptine d’un autre été l’après midi.” RIGHT: (Not in order) Karin Anderson, Ilana Burger, Zilda Decker,
Annelise Egan, Eve Karlin, Lindsey Golden, Lisa Perkinson, Danielle Pouliot, Ashley Tucker and Tiffany Workman perform a collaborative piece.
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really hard in a tough situation,” said Evans-Haywood. “The volunteers help to show them that people care about them.”
Students from JMU have clocked in more than
1,500 hours of volunteer time in the past four years.
“We couldn’t live without them,” said Beth
Beahm, coordinator of the 4T Project. “Without the
volunteers we would never make it.”
Caring for the infants gives volunteers the opportunity to learn life skills and sometimes earn class credit.
Lopez and Davis said they have learned a lot
from the experience and now feel more confident
about possibly becoming mothers in the future.
According to Beahm, an after-school program for
teenaged parents was the foundation of the program.
The after-school program meets once a month to discuss things such as fire safety and healthy eating —
things that help both the parents and their children.
As is bound to happen with 14 babies and toddlers,
both the workers and volunteers have plenty tales to
tell of the toddlers. Evans-Haywood, remembers when
one of the little girls was given child-safe scissors that
claimed to only cut paper. One minute the toddler was
sitting in her highchair, cutting paper for a craft, and
the next she had cut off a mass of her hair.
“There was hair everywhere… later she told her
mother that I was the one that cut her hair!” EvansHaywood said with a laugh.
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Speedy Success at Fairgrounds
MMA Techniques
ARM BAR

GUILLOTINE CHOKE

TRIANGLE CHOKE

WRIST LOCK

KNEE BAR

SETH BINSTED/The Breeze

ABOVE: JMU junior Shea Kelly (on top) improved his record in mixed martial arts to 2-0 after the referee called his fight Saturday night. BELOW: MMA Institute
of Harrisonburg owner and head trainer Beau Baker congratulates Shea Kelly on his victory, as Kelly holds onto his trophy.

JMU fighter wins by knockout,
grad wins only heavyweight fight
OMOPLATA

graphic by BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

Kelly used an arm bar to his
advantage against Hansen,
who to his credit avoided tapping out because of it. The
arm bar technique and other
moves are shown in the
diagram above.

By TIM CHAPMAN
The Breeze

Shortly before JMU junior Shea Kelly
stepped into the cage for his lightweight
bout Saturday evening, Erin Kelly weighed
in on her little brother’s fighting habit.
“I’ve told him ‘You’re an idiot,’” Erin said.
After the fight, Erin, a 2006 JMU graduate, jokingly said “He’s still an idiot,” but
to the estimated 1,200 in attendance at
the Rockingham County Fairgrounds, he
looked like the smartest mixed martial arts
fighter to enter the cage.
Kelly destroyed South Carolina-native
Christopher Hansen before the referee
stopped the fight 40 seconds into the second of three 3-minute rounds. Kelly was
one of eight fighters from the MMA Institute of Harrisonburg participating in the
Brawl in the Cage 2, produced by Brawley

Fights. MMA of Harrisonburg finished 7-1
overall.
Hansen, who was fighting independently and took a Greyhound bus from South
Carolina on Friday, barely made it out of the
first round.
Hansen’s entrance was deafened by a
strong Harrisonburg and JMU backing of
Kelly, and the visitor immediately looked
flustered.
The shorter Hansen came out swinging
but connected on nothing, as Kelly quickly
answered the chorus of “Shea, Shea, Shea”
that lasted throughout the bout.
On his first takedown, Kelly locked his
arms around both of Hansen’s shoulders before Hansen unwisely twisted to his back. Elbows, forearms and fists to the face followed.
“Just about everything went right,” Kelly
See MMA, page 17

Winning Season in Hand
By MATTHEW McGOVERN

The mood was playful after James Madison staved
off a surging William & Mary squad, winning 76-67
behind distinct rebounding and free throw advantages at the Convocation Center.
As he exited the post-game press conference,
JMU coach Matt Brady walked by junior guard Pierre
Curtis and senior forward Juwann James — both clad
in Valentine’s Day colors — and said: “You guys look
good in red.” To senior forward Kyle Swanston, wearing a gray JMU basketball hoodie and sweats, Brady
said: “You, not so good.”
The truth was, they all looked good after clinching
JMU’s first winning record since the 1999-2000 season.

Madison beat Howard 10-3, ETSU 1-0,
Syracuse 3-2, Akron 2-0 and College of
Charleston 9-3.

By WES SHAW
The Breeze

— MATT BRADY

”

The Dukes improved to 6-3, and travel
to South Carolina again next weekend
for the Gamecock Invitational.

Women’s Tennis
The Dukes won 6-1 at Norfolk State on
Saturday, sweeping all three doubles
matches to earn the pairs point and
take an early 1-0 lead. JMU (2-3) had
fallen 7-0 to Old Dominion on Friday,
losing all three doubles matches in that
contest.

Women’s Basketball Falls
Out of First Place in CAA

I feel relieved and
somewhat fortunate
that we were able to
pull out the win tonight.
JMU men’s basketball coach

“We done took a lot of bumps, a lot of knockdowns, but I mean, to this point, we done all stuck
here for some reason,” James said. “You know,
through coach changes, a lot of players comin’ and
leavin,’ but we all stuck here.”
Patience has paid off for this group, as it beat the
Tribe for the second time this year — after losing
both matchups last season by a combined six points.
“I feel relieved and somewhat fortunate that we
were able to pull out the win tonight,” Brady said. “I
had been explaining to my team for the last 48 hours,
I think William & Mary has been playing clearly their
best basketball of the season and that this would be
a dogfight.”
Junior forward Dazzmond Thornton was the

Softball
After posting a 1-3 mark in the Cathedral City Kickoff tournament two weekends ago, the Dukes went 5-0 at the
College of Charleston Classic. Madison
got shutouts from senior pitcher Meredith Felts against East Tennessee State
and senior pitcher Jenny Clohan against
Akron.

The Breeze

“

Around JMU Athletics

DAVID CASTERLINE/The Breeze

JMU junior forward Juwann James (with ball)
made a successful return Saturday, scoring 14
points. He had missed the previous three games
with pericarditis, a rare heart condition.

fourth player at the interview table, and the group
was appropriate for the occasion. While a trio of
freshman has carried Madison through much of the
season, this game was all about the veterans.
Curtis and Swanston led JMU in scoring with 15
points apiece. Swanston went 4-of-7 on 3-pointers,
while Curtis went 11-of-11 on free throws — one
short of the team record for free throws made without
a miss. JMU went 28-of-34 as a team.
See CLINCHED, page 17

For the second time this season against
VCU, JMU women’s basketball was handed a
commanding loss.
It wasn’t as bad as when the Rams visited
Harrisonburg on Jan. 11, setting the Convocation Center record for JMU’s worst loss: an 8148 defeat of Madison. But JMU was without
sophomore point guard Dawn Evans in Sunday’s rematch, and the Dukes came up empty
against the Rams, losing 61-43 in Richmond.
JMU fell to 17-7 overall and 10-3 in the
Colonial Athletic Association, dropping
behind VCU and Drexel in the conference
standings. With a win, the Dukes would have
taken lone control of first place in the CAA
for the first time this season. VCU now controls its own destiny in the conference, and
looks to be the favorite to dethrone ODU in
its 17-year reign atop the CAA.

JMU, however, is still in position to earn
a bye in the CAA tournament as one of the
top four seeds. The Dukes are alone in third
place in the CAA, a game ahead of ODU and
a commanding four games ahead of fifthplace Towson.
Senior forward Nina Uqdah led JMU
with a double-double on Sunday, posting 10
points and 10 rebounds.
Evans didn’t play after spraining her ankle
in Thursday’s win over Hofstra. While she
said she would be ready for the VCU game
after facing the Pride, JMU coach Kenny
Brooks had obvious reservations.
“We would rather her miss one game
then come back too early and end up missing three,” Brooks said Thursday, following
JMU’s 62-50 win over Hofstra.
Brooks said his top priority is to have
the NCAA’s second-leading scorer healthy
for the CAA tournament, which will be held
early next month in Harrisonburg.
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MMA: JMU Student ‘Absolutely a Beast’ in Cage
MMA, from page 15

said. “I went in there with a game plan, I
stuck to it and got the job done.”
The game plan: “Go in there, just not
take a lot of punishment … get it to the
ground, get mount and finish it.”
Those few points were the second
round in a nutshell, as it started with a
strong Kelly kick to the inside of Hansen’s
knee. Hansen then showed guts, refusing
to tap out when Kelly employed a wrenching arm bar that could have broken his opponent’s arm.
“I just underestimated him, man,” Hansen said shortly before EMTs urged him to go
to the hospital. “He was strong as hell. Too
strong. … It went wrong from the start.”
Kelly, a Lynchburg native, finished the
fight with more ground-to-pound tactics
by mounting Hansen and delivering a constant barrage of blows to the head, splattering blood from the forehead and eyebrow
of Hansen.
“I knew he was an independent, which
means he doesn’t train at a gym, but you
can’t ever underestimate those guys,” said
Kelly, a business management major. “But
I definitely was a little surprised, he definitely didn’t have the cardio or athleticism
I had.”
Beau Baker, the owner and head trainer
at MMA of Harrisonburg, wasn’t surprised
at all by Kelly’s performance.
“Shea’s absolutely a beast,” said Baker,

a professional fighter. “He can take this as
far as he wants, he’s got that much talent.”
JMU graduate Drew Loy (’08) won the
evening’s only heavyweight fight by unanimous decision, with two of the three judges giving him the edge in all three rounds.
“Honestly I think I was a little cautious
when I got out there,” Loy said. “As soon
as I started getting a little bit tired, got hit
in the head a few times, relaxed a little bit
more, just started to slow down and take
my time and pick at him.”
Loy, a bouncer at The Pub, beat Jeffery
Manalansan in a fight that saw a lot knees
from the over 250-pound fighters. The
fight was stopped for five minutes in the
first round when Manalansan appeared to
take a knee to the groin. Fighters can receive a short break to catch their breath
after such accidental blows.
“It went into his stomach,” Loy said of
the incident. “I’m almost 100 percent sure I
felt it go into his stomach. A couple of people on the sidelines said the same thing.”
Loy plans to fight again in March and
April and hopes to drop his weight to 205.
He also plans to start grad school next spring
to pursue a career in exercise physiology.
JMU freshman Herman Brar didn’t
get to fight because his opponent, Scott
Monish Jr., of Greenville, N.C., suffered a
broken hand earlier in the week. Brar and
Kelly both have plans to fight again within
the next two months.

New Website.
New Content.
Same Quality
and Value.

www.breezejmu.org

SETH BINSTED/The Breeze

JMU graduate Drew Loy won the only heavyweight fight Saturday at the Rockingham County Fairgrounds.

CLINCHED: Bye Still Possible
Clinched, from page 15

a miss. JMU went 28-of-34 as a team.
Thornton showed continued development and an array of moves —
including a baseline reverse layup —
as he scored 13 points to reach double
digits in his third straight game.
And James returned after missing
three straight games with pericarditis
(an inflammation of the tissue layers surrounding the heart), scoring
14 points — including an emphatic
two-handed breakaway slam with 36
seconds left.
The Dukes (17-10 overall, 9-6
Colonial Athletic Association) forced
the Tribe (8-17, 3-12) to quicken its
methodical attack with full-court
pressure, mixing up zone and manto-man defenses.
“We made some plays in pressure
defense and some guys made some
plays on some loose balls, and I think
those were really the difference in the
game,” Brady said.
Tribe guard Quinn McDowell
led his team with 20 points and six
rebounds, while guard David Schneider scored 18 points on 4-of-12
shooting from behind-the-arc. The
Tribe made 11 of 28 as a team.
But Madison limited William &
Mary’s second-chance opportunities,
snagging 26 defensive rebounds to
only 18 for the Tribe.

Madison’s next game is a pivotal
showdown with Hofstra, which edged
JMU 69-68 on Jan. 24. The Dukes must
win to have a realistic shot at earning
the No. 4 seed in the CAA tournament, along with a first-round bye.

CAA Standings
Team

CAA (Overall)

VCU
Northeastern
George Mason
Drexel
Hofstra
Old Dominion
James Madison
Georgia State
Delaware
Towson
William & Mary
UNC Wilmington

11-4 (18-8)
11-4 (16-9)
10-5 (17-8)
10-5 (14-10)
9-6 (17-9)
9-6 (16-9)
9-6 (17-10)
6-9 (8-18)
5-10 (11-16)
4-11 (9-18)
3-12 (8-17)
3-12 (6-21)

JMU STATS: Kyle Swanston 4-of-7, 15 pts;
Pierre Curtis 15 pts, 5 reb; Juwann James
14 pts; Dazzmond Thornton 13 pts; Devon
Moore 7 pts, 5 reb; Julius Wells 6 pts, 7 reb;
Heiden Ratner 3 pts; Ben Louis 3 pts
W&M STATS: Quinn McDowell 20 pts, 6
reb; David Schneider 18 pts; Danny Sumner
12 pts; Sean McCurdy 5 pts; Peter Stein 4
pts; Marcus Kitts 3 pts; Kendrix Brown 3
pts; Chris Darnell 2 pts

DAVID CASTERLINE/The Breeze

Junior guard Pierre Curtis tied for the team lead
with 15 points, making all 11 of his free throws.
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ACROSS
1 Mineral suffix
4 Awaited
9 Two, in Tijuana
12 Out of line
17 Worthless
19 Pad
20 Journalist Tarbell
21 Hapsburg capital
22 Like a spy story
25 Actress Jennifer
26 Former Pentagon head
27 Big name in locks
28 Dweeb’s cousin?
30 Competitor
31 Germ type
34 Made likely
37 Pumper’s pride
38 Harrison Ford movie
41 With 68 down, “CHiPs” star
42 Tenor Thomas
46 Writer Hunter
47 Turf
48 Field marshal Rommel
50 Chemistry info
51 Gets slushy
53 Seoul soldier
55 Non-threatening
58 Ms. Goldberg
60 Act like Etna
62 Fine stuff?
64 Actor Everett
65 Bring up
67 Conger
68 Look over
69 “Superman” star
70 Pitch in
72 Somerset Maugham work
76 Pale
77 Gravy ingredient
79 Prison pariah
80 Rum sum
81 Mead’s milieu

83 Eatery
84 Snyder or Hanks
85 Houston ballplayer
87 Detest
90 “Calendar Girl” crooner
92 Fox’s foot
94 Desert schlepper
96 Circus barker?
97 Fight site
99 Crank’s comment
101 Take risks
102 Auto adornment
103 Very, very satisfied
104 Michael Ansara series
108 Egg plant?
109 Fondue ingredient
110 Rifleman
114 Business abbr.
115 James of “Misery”
116 Pearl Harbor’s locale
119 Hold back
121 Flautist James
123 The Searchers hit
128 Private’s posture
129 Lodge member
130 Carry on
131 Joy Adamson’s joy
132 Hirsute Jamaican
133 Occupy a cot
134 Chutzpah
135 Chariot bumper?
DOWN
1 Peruvian of old
2 Oklahoma city
3 Hitch in haste
4 Quote from 41 down
5 - Saud
6 Comic Goodman
7 Snorri’s stories
8 He moves cars
9 Excavate
10 Laudatory lyrics
11 French philosopher

12 Isn’t completely wrong?
13 Diocese
14 Roman Polanski film
15 Put behind bars
16 Cardiff ’s country
18 Where lions laze
21 Nothing but space
23 Handle
24 Class
29 Used to be
32 Imperfection
33 Roof edge
35 Breathe like a bull
36 Reverse
37 Eventual monarch
39 Chip’s chum
40 Beseech
41 Fluffy female
42 Mouth piece?
43 Antique ending
44 Impending peril
45 Pericles’ portico
49 Mil. group
52 De Lesseps’ ditch
54 Danny or Stubby
56 Hot rocks?
57 Early orchard?
59 Essence
61 Machinations
63 Some wines
66 Mr. Saarinen
68 See 41 Across
69 San -, Italy
70 Basics
71 “Dies -”
73 Interstate exit
74 Coll. cadets
75 Armada member
78 Shred
82 Kind of kiln
84 Prepare to be in “Baywatch”
85 Vigilant
86 Astronomer Khayyam
88 “Bali -”
89 New Haven hardwood
91 Brew barrel
93 “- Named Sue”
(‘69 hit)
95 Slips up
98 “- -Ca-Dabra”
(‘74 song)
100 Biblical tyrant
103 Musical composition
105 Stream
106 Kevin of “SNL”
107 Unrestrained
108 Churchill trademark
109 Motown’s Marvin
111 Organ part
112 Boxer Griffith
113 Hair coloring
115 - Grande, AZ
117 Present
118 Weekend warriors
(Abbr.)
120 Autocrat
122 Angkor (Cambodian temple)
124 Ivy Leaguer
125 Manage, with “out”
126 Off-rd. transport
127 Formerly known as
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Check out the
answers on
breezejmu.org
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HOUSE ON MAIN STREET!
Large 4 bedroom house on Main Street
walking distance to Clementine’s,
Dave’s and JMU! Only $320/person/
month!! For questions or to apply
BEAT THE RENTAL RUSH 3 please call Lee & Associates at 540BR TOWNHOUSE, KIESTER 437-3728.
SCHOOL
AREA,
AUGUST
2009, PHONE, CABLE, AND ONLY $300/MONTH/PERSON!
INTERNET HOOKUPS IN EACH 4 Bedroom Townhouses in Hunters
ROOM, $315/PERSON EMAIL Ridge! Only $300/person/month. For
OR CALL FOR MORE DETAILS, questions or to apply please call Lee &
davethomas1strealty@yahoo.com Associates at 540-437-3728.
(423) 231-2160
HOUSE 17 EAST WEAVER AVE 3
5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE - bedroom 1 bath, A/ C, near park, PETS
Mt. View Drive; Internet; close to OK (540)810-0474 $850 Available Fall
campus; $275/ month; 1 year lease 2009 CrownRestorations@gmail.com
(8/09-8/10);
midalton@cox.net;
291 CAMPBELL ST. TOWNHOUSE,
(703) 450-5008
4 bedroom, nice area, walk to JMU &
THREE OR FOUR BEDROOM downtown, available June 1 to May 31,
HOUSE for rent. Close to both main 10 Washer & dryer, $900/ month. Call
campus and Memorial Hall. Washer/ 433-6047, cell 271-1952.
dryer included. Groups only. June to
June Lease. $325/ person for four 5 BEDROOM, 3 BATHROOM HOUSE
with basement. Walking Distance, 236
persons. (540) 433-0380.
Paul Street. Available June 1. Rent to
LARGE
FOUR
BEDROOM group of 4 or 5. 828-0464
HOUSE with deck and large yard for
rent. Close to Memorial Hall. Two 10-12 BEDROOMS, 2 KITCHEN, 3
full baths. Washer/dryer included. baths, large rooms, utilities included,
Groups only. June to June lease. available. 7/09. Will Divide (540)-8280464
$325/person. 540-433-0380
OLD TOWN HARRISONBURG; 4 BEDROOM HOUSE, Walking
4BR townhouses; walk to JMU; Distance, W/ D, Basement, available
washer/ dryer; yearly lease June 1, 7/09, $1400, (540)-828-0464
09-May 31, 10. 271-1952.
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 AND 10-12 bedroom
houses for rent, walking distance from
LAST FOXHILLS UNIT!
Only ONE Foxhills townhouse left! JMU, 828-0464.
For questions or to apply please call
SPACIOUS,
QUIET
2-BR
Lee & Associates at 540-437-3728.
APARTMENT 2 bedroom apartments.
WWW. OFFCAMPUSHOUSING. $355 - $370 per person in 6 unit student
COM: For the largest selection of building. Fully equipped with 1.5
housing throughout the city. Contact baths, W/D, A/C, D/W and large living
Coldwell
Banker
Commercial and dining rooms. Cat or dog allowed.
Funkhouser REALTORS, (540) 434- www.castleproperty.com (540) 5642659
5150

APARTMENT FOR RENT Across
the street from campus at Grace/Main
Streets. Private parking. $375 per
person. 540 574-3057

Questions? Call 568-6127

SUMMER JOB Live and work on the
Outer Banks (Nags Head area). Now
hiring for all positions. Visit www.
mworth.com for more information and
an application

HUNTERS RIDGE - Housing
available as low as $250. www.
offcampushousing.com;
Coldwell
Banker
Commercial
Funkhouser
REALTORS, (540) 434-5150

PARKING SERVICES IS NOW
HIRING for its student cadet program.
You must be a current JMU student,
work a minimum of 12 hours per week,
and be available to work graduation in
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX, 1 1/2 May. Starting pay is $7.00 per hour.
BATHS, W/ D, garbage disposal, Please apply at joblink.jmu.edu.
dishwasher, available 8/1/09, walking
distance, behind Buffalo Wild Wings, NANNY, PART-TIME please e-mail
$1170. (540)-828-0464
klaver@rockingham.k12.va.us
OFFCAMPUSHOUSING. COM HOUSES!!! We have houses away
from the congestion and near campus!
Why drive, live close. Contact Coldwell
Banker
Commercial
Funkhouser
REALTORS, (540) 434-5150

GO DIGITAL.

THIRTY-ONE GIFTS. Shop! Awesome
bags & home décor. Party! Get FREE &
½ price items. WE’RE HIRING! Make
extra $$ on your own schedule. www.
mythirtyone.com/maryann, email me
for info 31maryann@gmail.com.
BARTENDING
CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com summer
job placement, payment plans (540)
560-7971

AVON ORDERS now taken online at
www.youravon.com/vkauffman. order
your makeup, clothing, housewares,
and jewlery today!SAVE SAVE
SAVE!! Questions call (540) 607-6339

!BARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 XT212

breezejmu.org

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: Make
$5 - $25 per survey. GetPaidToThink.
com
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student
LACROSSE COACHES needed for Summer
Rentals,
May-Aug,
Boys & Girls teams with Rockingham seabreezerealty.com, (252) 255-6328
Lacrosse Club. Coaches wll be paid
from March thru the end of May. Email
rockinghamlax@comcast.net

The Breeze is hiring!

Advertising Executives
Designers
Section Editors
Photographers
th
Deadline: February 20

20

Monday, February 16, 2009 www.breezejmu.org The Breeze

